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Topics today
• Spinderihallerne Vejle and the Fablab

• The BioTechLab project
• The ”Taxonomies” project



Spinderihallerne 
Vejle 
• Old industrial building turned innovation 

environment

• Room for 60 start-ups, artists, studios

• Citizen involvement, design, fablab, 
entrepreneurship



Fablab
• Citizen involvement, open lab
• Start-up support/ Entrepreneurs
• Education, fablab at school 

BioTechLab











Molly Østergaard
BioTechLab Assistant, 
industrial design student 
at Designskolen Kolding



BA: fashion design MA: sustainable design Now: BioTechLab project lead

Shanice-About/ Background



Design

Neri Oxman, Krebs Cycle of Creativity

Source: https://betterworld.mit.edu/spectrum/issues/winter-2017/neri-oxmans-
krebs-cycle-of-creativity/

BioTechLab, Design, Art, Science, 
Technology, Sustainability

Art

Technology Science

Sustainability



















Designers prototyping in the lab

Bacterial Dye in 
a designschool 
setting

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/375520054_Designers_prototyping_in_the_lab_Introducing_an_extracurricular_activity_exploring_bacterial_colouring_in_a_design_educational_setting








The BioTechLab: strategic overview

• Main focus: inspiring 
highschool students to 
work with science in a 
creative way

• Main targetgroup: 
highschool students



BioTechLab, What we do

• Hands-on workshops
• In school presentations
• Open Thursday workshops





• Alternative material development
• Workshops for citizens



Instagram
BioTechLab

https://www.instagram.com/biotechlab_spinderihallerne/
https://www.instagram.com/biotechlab_spinderihallerne/


Taxonomies- Concept

Steam – Across:  - Shanice, Emanuela, Andrea

• Biology + Chemistry +  Art + Computational Thinking
• Come together in 3-part workshop series with highschool art class 

from Rosborg Gymnasium og HF







Taxonomies –art and chemistry

1. Color making as experimental 
and hands-on practice

2. Documenting of color 
”recipes”, skill for lab practice 
>which raw material, what 
date, etc.

3. Which raw materials give us 
which colors? Why do we see 
colors the way we see them?



Taxonomies – botanical art

Botanical Art as scientific method

1. Gathering and dissecting 
plants

2. Drawing as observation and 
analysis

3. Documenting nature through 
drawing

• Selective authenticity – Michael 
Shanks – 
• Zooming in or out, 
• Enhancing details
• Change of point of view
• Engage aesthetically with 

meaning



Taxonomies – botanical art

Tradition of drawing as 
scientific method for 
analysis and documentation 
in archaeology and natural 
sciences
Marchetti 2022 – drawing as 
ethnographic method
Historical grounding with 
reference to:
Leonhart Fuchs, Basilus 
Besler, Marianne North, 
Ernst Haeckel, Beatrix Potter



Taxonomies – botanical art
Aesthetic observations across 
species: plants, fungi, algae, 
human and animals

Capturing how different living end 
up mirroring each other through 
their life cycle – paraeidolia - 
Gestalt

D’Arcy Thompson – On Growth 
and Form 1917 - Form and Growth 
of living beings caused by chemical 
and physical forces = similar forms 

Lucretius – De rerum natura
Morphing – deatail of a 
Bougainvillea



Taxonomies – botanical art
Orchidarium – Orchids as a butterfly collection



Taxonomies – botanical tables

Urban Seeds      Azalea’s Journey – from blooming til withering



How do plants grow?

• (and perhaps, can we simulate and draw them with a program?)
• Plants are often self-similar: 

e.g. a fern is made of smaller ferns, …



From plant to model

• We can use self-similarity to “simplify” the structure of a tree or plant: 
• we get a model 
• similar trees might have the same simplified model,
• different trees will have different models
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And what about time? Growth?

• We can define a model of a simple plant, and make it grow in steps

. . . 



Enter: L-systems

• Lindenmayer systems (or L-systems) were conceived as a mathematical 
theory of plant development
• L-systems were introduced and developed in 1968 by Aristid Lindenmayer, a 

Hungarian theoretical biologist and botanist at the University of Utrecht.
• Lindenmayer used L-systems to describe the behaviour of plant cells and to model 

the growth processes of plant development
• L-systems have also been used to model the morphology of a variety of 

organisms and can be used to generate self-similar fractals
• Morphology: the study of the form and structure of organisms and their specific 

structural features

• Sources:
• http://algorithmicbotany.org/papers/#abop 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L-system
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphology_(biology)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L-system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L-system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphology_(biology)


An L-systems is defined by symbols and rules

• Imagine that our plan is created by using cards (AKA symbols):

• a sprout card              , its symbol could be X

• and a trunk card                 and its symbol can be F

• And some rules to replace (AKA rewrite) the cards:
• start with X

• X -becomes-> F[+X][-X]

• F -becomes-> FF

->

->

Rules 
expresses 

visually



Description That’s how 
it looks!

time

FF[+F[+X][-X]][-F[+X][-X]]

F[+X][-X]

X

=>
=>

=>

... a very long text ...



L-Systems can generate many kinds of plants



Discussion

What do you think is the advantage of interdisciplinary work in schools/ 
universities? Which parts of STEAM would benefit from this?


